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1. Introduction
There is a need to extend the verification and
validation of rule sets to include correction and
refinement phases. It is common for the rule sets to
contain
faults;
e.g.,
inconsistency,
contradiction/conflict,
redundancy/subsumption,
circularity, and unreachability. While it is important to
detect various kinds of faults in rule sets, it is also
equally important to provide a user/expert with a set of
heuristics that can aid in correcting these faults.
Traditionally, refinement has been identified as a
sub field of Knowledge Acquisition [2]. Early in rulebased system (or KBS) development, knowledge
acquisition consists of new knowledge/rules being
assembled and integrated into the rule set (KB).
However, as the rule set evolves, it is often more
appropriate to change existing rules rather than always
acquiring new rules. This process of altering rules, and
possibly incorporating new rules, is known as rule set
refinement.
Rule set refinement and correction respond to the
existence of evidence suggesting the need for change
to remove the faults from a rule set. In this paper, it is
suggested that the faults identified by the fault
detection algorithms are suitable triggers for
refinement and correction of the rule set. The evidence
consists of the effects of faults in a certain rule set. A
major objective or goal within refinement and
correction of rule sets is precisely: “identifying exactly
what should be changed and how”. This correction
and refinement process will be interacting with the
expert/user by providing a set of heuristics of how to
correct the rule set to eliminate the detected faults.

Thus, automated refinement and correction of rule sets
are not considered in this study. Zlatareva indicated
that refinement during rule base (KB) development
phase is concerned with two tasks [6]:
(a) Rule base revision: The purpose of this task is to
correct a functional or structural fault, by making
suitable generalization or specialization in the rule base
to correct the set of conclusions of the rule base.
(b) Rule base restructuring: The purpose of this task is
to eliminate sources of potential performance
inefficiencies such as redundant, circular or subsumed
rules. This does not affect the conclusions of the rule
base, but it may affect the way in which some
conclusions are derived.
In this paper, we focus on rule base restructuring
rather than rule base revision. In doing so, we devise a
set of heuristics that can be used to aid a user/expert in
correcting or removing performance inefficiencies.
Refinement and correction may include heuristics for
changes such as deleting a rule, inserting a rule,
deleting a condition or inserting a condition, deleting a
conclusion or inserting a conclusion. However, in this
research rule deactivation/deletion and addition are
used to correct different kinds of faults in rule-based
systems.

2. Rule
Sets
Refinement

Correction

and

The development of efficient algorithms to verify rulebased systems against different kinds of faults within
the context of large rule–based systems has attracted
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much research due to the important role of rule-based
systems in various application domains, including
Expert Systems (ESs), Active Database Systems,
Information Distribution Systems (IDSs) to name a
few. Verification is important to ensure the high
quality of rule-based systems and to achieve
acceptable levels of performance of these systems. It
is agreed that the effects of faults may appear in the
performance of rule-based systems. Such faults may
cause incorrect or undesired actions. Sometimes, these
effects may be harmless, such as redundancy that may
cause the system’s performance to be inefficient. On
the other hand, contradiction faults may lead to
incorrect conclusions.
Using a graph representation of the rule set, the
faults are defined as follows [1, 3, 5]:
1) Inconsistency Faults: Inconsistency means that X
and ¬X both occur in the same context, i.e., there
exists a path from vertex X to its exclusive vertex ¬X
or vice versa. In Boolean logic, the law of excluded
middle holds, i.e., X∧¬X.
2) Contradiction Fault: Contradiction happens when
two rules conclude different outcomes from the same
input, i.e., two paths from vertex A to two exclusive
vertices like V and ¬V.
3) Circularity Fault: Circularity fault occurs if a rule
chain that starts with a certain vertex reaches the same
vertex.
4) Redundancy Faults: Redundancy means that an
input reaches the same output along two or more paths
in the TDG.
5) Unreachability Faults: Vertices which are not
reachable from input vertices or vertices that do not
reach any output vertices.
Therefore, the issues of fault detection and
correction become graph reachability problems where
general graph algorithms are used. In section 2.1,
refinement and correction criteria are explained.
Section 2.2 emphasizes some important issues that
should be considered in performing faults corrections.
In section 2.3, a metric is defined to guide the
correction process and section 2.4 presents the
algorithms/heuristics used to perform faults
correction.

2.1 Refinement and Correction Criteria
Using a graph representation of the rule set [1, 3, 5],
we develop a set of heuristics for correcting faults and
refining rule sets. These heuristics are domain
independent heuristics that suggest plausible
refinements to help a domain expert or user to correct
the rule faults. Since we are developing heuristics, we
do not generally expect the evidence to be so complete
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to determine whether a heuristic actually corrects the
faults. The heuristics are organized by fault categories
as follows:
(1) Inconsistency: To correct an inconsistency fault, the
path between the two exclusive vertices (e.g., P and
¬P) must be broken. This path may have the form:
P→ N 1 → N 2 →… Nm →¬P or,
¬P→ N 1 → N 2 →… Nm →P,
where N 1 ,…, Nm are predicate vertices along the path.
At least one of the rules must be deactivated/deleted to
correct the fault. However, a new set of rules should be
added to preserve the reasoning capabilities of the rulebased system.
(2) Contradiction: To correct a contradiction fault, two
paths should be considered. These paths start from one
vertex and proceed to two exclusive vertices. These
paths may have the form:
Q→ N 11 → N 12 →… N 1m1 →¬P
Q→ N 21 → N 22 →… N 2m 2 →P
In this case, one rule must be deactivated/deleted
to correct the fault. However, a new set of rules should
be added to preserve the reasoning capabilities of the
rule-based system.
(1) Circularity: Circular rule sets may result in a
problem in backward chaining systems (nonterminating loop can occur when the rules are fired).
Cycles in a rule set may have a path of the form:
P→ N 1 → N 2 →… Nm →P
Cycles should be broken to correct the circularity
fault pattern. This means that a rule should be
deactivated/removed. This should take into account the
output vertices (conclusions) and vertices that are used
in other rules. In this case, a new set of rules should be
added to preserve the reasoning capabilities of the rulebased system.
(2) Redundancy/Subsumption:
To
correct
a
redundancy fault, two paths should be considered.
These paths have the same starting and ending vertices.
These paths may have the form:

P1 : P→ N 11 → N 12 →… N 1m1 →Q
P 2 : P→ N 21 → N 22 →… N 2 m 2 →Q
In this case, one rule must be deactivated/deleted
to correct the fault. However, a new set of rules should
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be added to preserve the reasoning capabilities of the
rule-based system.
(3) Unreachability: Unreachability means that there is
an internal vertex that is not reachable from any one of
the input vertices or there is an internal vertex that does
not reach any one of the output vertices in the
underlying graph representation. To correct an
unreachability fault pattern, a procedure should loop
through all unreachable vertices form the input vertices
and delete/deactivate all rules having the unreachable
vertex in their premises. Next, the procedure loops
through all unreachable vertices with respect to the
output vertices and deletes/deactivates all rules having
the unreachable vertex as a conclusion of those rules.

2.2 Issues to be considered
In correcting various kinds of faults, one should
maintain the reasoning capabilities of the rule set under
consideration. Notice that the correction uses one rule
as the smallest entity in the correction process. For
unreachability fault correction, one may choose to
suggest deleting some predicate vertices if they do not
appear in any active rule, but it is believed that rules
should be the concern when interacting with the user.
Another point to notice is that the correction is based
entirely on the structure and syntax of the rules
(structural and syntactic correction) and without
considering the semantics of the underlying rules.
Rule base fault correction should be guided by
error importance to the rule base function. This means
that if different kinds of faults have been detected, a
knowledge engineer/user specify the order of correction
to these faults. In addition to that, the number of
generated corrections must be controlled to prevent the
combinatorial explosion, since the set of modifications
that can potentially correct a fault is very large. If every
potential correction was tried, the process would be
computationally intractable [4]. Therefore, the
correction of faults is implemented in terms of
heuristics that are hoped to correct the faults in most
cases, but that is not guaranteed in all situations.
Similar to the process of detecting faults, faults
correction heuristics are formulated as reachability
maintaining
properties
in
the
graph-based
representation of the rule set. Using these criteria, we
would like to keep the same reasoning capabilities of
the rule set after correcting various kinds of faults. This
means that starting from the same input vertices, the
rule set should be able to reach the same output vertices
(conclusions). Another issue to consider is that fault
correction heuristics algorithms should be invoked to
correct a real fault (and not a potential fault).
Therefore, issues related to rules with multiple

antecedents (rule identifiers vertices in the graph-based
representation whose in-degree is greater than one) are
considered at the fault detection phase and not at the
fault correction phase.

2.3 Rule Faults
Metrics

Correction

Heuristics

In considering the correction heuristics, the main goal
to be accomplished is to get rid of the different kinds
of faults (if possible). This is achieved by suggesting
the addition of some rules and deleting/deactivating
some other rules. A metric can be formulated in terms
of the number of rules to be added and the number of
rules to be deleted from the rule set. The number of
rules to be added is dependent on the out-degree and
in-degree of all vertices of the paths between fault
pattern vertices. These in/out-degrees can be precomputed and stored in the direct accessible structure
(as extra fields) using Standard Depth First Search
Algorithm. Based on this discussion, we can first
determine which vertex along a certain path to be
point of interest in the correction. This means that we
are calculating a metric M(v) for some vertices v on
the fault pattern paths. In developing the correction
metric and algorithms/heuristics, four functions are
assumed to be defined for fault paths. For a path
P: v1 , v 2 , v3 ,…, vn , the functions are:
(1) Successor1 (v), which finds the first successor of
vertex v in a specific path. For example,
Successor1 ( v1 )= v 2 .
(2) Successor 2 (v), which finds the second successor
of vertex v in a specific path. For example,
Successor 2 ( v1 )= v3 .
(3) Predecessor 1 (v), which finds the first predecessor
of vertex v in a specific path. For example,
Predecessor 1 ( v3 )= v 2 .
(4) Predecessor 2 (v), which finds the second
predecessor of vertex v in a specific path. For
example, Predecessor 2 ( v3 )= v1 .
For a non-fault path P, where a rule identifier may
have an in-degree/out-degree of more than 1, we
define the functions (where ∧ denotes conjunction of
propositions):
(1) P.Predecessor 1 (v)= The set of all immediate
predecessor vertices of v.
∧
P.Predecessor 1
(2)
P.Predecessor 2 (v)=
(P.Predecessor 1 (v)
(3) P. Successor1 (v)= Successor1 (v) (The
immediate successor vertex of v in P)
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(4) P. Successor 2 (v)= Successor 2 (v)
(5)
P.Conjunct(v)=
∧ (P.Predecessor 1 (P.
Successor1 (v)) – {v})
Let u be the vertex under consideration (predicate
vertex and not a rule identifier), and A(u) be number
of rules to be added at vertex u. Let D(u) be number of
rules to be deleted at vertex u, then M(u)=A(u) +
D(u), where M(u) is the metric that determines which
vertex to be the focus of the correction. Notice that
different types of patterns require the metrics to be
computed differently, as explained below:
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M(u)=in-degree( e2 )+∑in-degree(v)–1,for all v in
Successor 2 (e)→Predecessor 2 (u)+1
and if e1 is not an input vertex
M(u)=in-degree(u) + 1
and if e2 is not an output vertex
M(u)=out-degree(u) + 1
Thus, the vertex to consider is vertex u that belongs to
the inconsistency fault pattern path, which has the
minimum M(u). It is only sufficient to consider the
first and last vertices (exclusive vertices) in the
correction, since M(u) for the general case is bounded
by M(u) for e1 or M(u) for e2 .

(1) Inconsistency
(2) Contradiction
An inconsistency fault is represented by a path
between two exclusive vertices e1 and e2 (e.g.,
e1 =u→ …→ e2 =¬u). There is a set of different
cases:
a) e1 is an input vertex and e2 is an output vertex.
The knowledge engineer/user should review input and
output vertices.
b) u= e1 , where e1 is the first vertex in the
inconsistency fault path and is not an input vertex).
A(u)=in-degree(u)
D(u)=1,
Thus for the first vertex u= e1 ,
M(u)=in-degree(u) + 1
c) u= e2 ,where e2 is the last vertex in the
inconsistency fault path and is not an output vertex.
A(u)=out-degree(u)
D(u)=1,
Thus for the last vertex u= e2 ,
M(u)=out-degree(u) + 1
d) u= e1 , where e1 is an input vertex. e1 should not
be considered in the correction.
e) u= e2 , where e2 is an output vertex. e2 should not
be considered in the correction.
f) u= w, where w is any vertex on the path, except the
first and last vertex in the inconsistency fault pattern.
A(u)=out-degree( e2 )+∑out-degree(v)–1,for all v in
Successor 2 (u)→Predecessor 2 ( e2 )
D(u)=1
M(u)=out-degree( e2 )+∑out-degree(v)–1,for all v in
Successor 2 (u)→ Predecessor 2 ( e2 )+1 or,
A(u)=in-degree( e1 )+∑in-degree(v)–1,for all v in
Successor 2 ( e1 ) → Predecessor 2 (u)
D(u)=1
M(u)=in-degree( e2 )+∑in-degree(v)–1,for all v in
Successor 2 (e) → Predecessor 2 (u) +1
Thus, for all vertices other than e1 and e2 ,
M(u)=out-degree( e2 )+∑out-degree(v)–1,for all v in
Successor 2 (u)→ Predecessor 2 ( e2 )+1 or,

A contradiction fault is represented by paths between
a common ancestor w to two exclusive vertices e1 and
e2 (e.g., w→…→ e1 =v; w→…→ e2 =¬v). There is a
set of different cases:
a) e1 and e2 are output vertices. The knowledge
engineer/user should review output vertices.
b) e1 or e2 is not an output vertex; assume that it is u.
A(u)= out-degree(u), where u can be either e1 or e2 .
D(u)=1, therefore,
M(u)=out-degree(u) + 1, where u can be e1 or e2 .
For all vertices u on the path w→…→ e1 , other than
w and e1
M(u)=out-degree(u)+∑out-degree(v)–1, for all v in
Successor 2 (u)→Predecessor 2 ( e1 ) +1
For all vertices u on the path w→…→ e2 other than w
and e2 .
M(u)=out-degree(u)+∑out-degree(v)–1, for all v in
Successor 2 (u)→Predecessor 2 ( e2 ) +1
Thus, the vertex to consider is vertex u that belongs to
the contradiction fault pattern paths, which has the
minimum M(u). Notice that it is sufficient to consider
the exclusive vertices in the correction, since M(u) for
the general case is bounded by M(u) for e1 or e2 .
(3) Circularity
A circularity fault is represented by a path starting and
ending at the same vertex. (e.g., u→…→ u). If the
selected cycle vertex is v, then for all vertices u in the
circularity fault pattern path,
A(u)= Number of output vertices reachable from v Number of output vertices reachable from v after
breaking the cycle at u
D(u)=1
M(u)= Number of output vertices reachable from v Number of output vertices reachable from v after
breaking the cycle at u + 1
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Thus, the vertex to consider is vertex u that belongs to
the circularity fault pattern path with minimum M(u)

2.4 Rule-Based
Faults
Algorithms/Heuristics

(4) Redundancy

(1) Inconsistency Correction Heuristics

A redundancy fault is represented by two paths
between two vertices. (e.g., a→… P1 …→ v1 → b;
a→ … P 2 …→ v 2 → b). We consider the two paths
P1 and P 2 , and compute the metrics:
M( P1 ) = ∑(out-degree(v)–1),for all v in
Successor 2 (a)… P1 → Predecessor 2 (b) + 1
M( P 2 ) =
∑(out-degree(v)–1),for all v in
Successor 2 (a)… P 2 → Predecessor 2 (b) + 1
We choose the path P1 or P 2 , whichever has the
minimum value of the metric.

To correct an inconsistency fault, the exclusive
vertices of the pattern must be known (determined by
an inconsistency fault detection algorithm or entered
by the user). Once these exclusive vertices are known,
the correction algorithm can be invoked. The heuristic
is represented by Inconsistency_Fault_Correction
Algorithm (Figure 2), which can be invoked with the
exclusive vertices and the pattern identifier as the
input. It starts by checking the first exclusive vertex
e1 for input. If the first exclusive vertex e1 is not an
input vertex, the algorithm computes the metric M( e1 )
(M( e1 )=in-degree( e1 ) + 1). If the second exclusive
vertex e2 is not an output vertex, the algorithm also
computes the metric M( e2 )(M( e2 )= out-degree( e2 )
+ 1. The algorithm then determines the vertex e1 or
e2 with the minimum value of the metric, and this
vertex becomes the focus of correction. Once the
vertex is determined, the algorithm suggests some
modification to the rule set to correct the fault. If the
first exclusive vertex is not an input vertex and it has
the minimum value of the metric, then the procedure
determines the first rule (a sub path of three vertices
with one that is a rule identifier) that is part of the
inconsistency fault pattern and finds all rule chains
that include this rule (all paths that contain the sub
path). The procedure then suggests adding a set of
new rules to the rule set that make all chains pass the
first exclusive vertex and reach to the first exclusive
vertex successor vertex (not a rule identifier) in the
fault pattern. Once this is done the first rule in the
inconsistency fault pattern is deleted/deactivated.
Notice when adding a rule to maintain reachability, all
conjuncts of the unreachable rule are included in the
new rule. If the second exclusive vertex is not an
output vertex and it has the minimum value of the
metric, then the procedure determines the last rule (a
sub path of three vertices with one that is a rule
identifier) that is part of the inconsistency fault pattern
and finds all rule chains that start with this rule
conclusion (all paths that start with the conclusion of
the rule). The procedure then suggests adding a set of
new rules to the rule set that make all chains pass the
second exclusive vertex and reach to the exclusive
vertex successor vertices (not rule identifiers). Notice
when adding a rule to maintain reachability, all
conjuncts of the unreachable rule, except the exclusive
vertex, are included in the new rule. Once this is done
the last rule in the inconsistency fault pattern is
deleted/deactivated. If the first exclusive vertex is an
input vertex, then it is not considered and the

(5) Unreachablitiy
For all unreachable vertices from input vertices,
deactivate all rules starting from these vertices. This
means deactivating all rules that have the unreachable
vertices in their premises. For all unreachable vertices
with respect to output vertices, deactivate all rules that
have the unreachable vertices in their conclusion.

2.3.1

Rule Set Representation

In this paper, rule sets are transformed into a transition
directed graph (TDG), where propositions and rule
identifier are represented by vertices, and edges
represent the transitions from propostions to rule
identifiers or rule identifiers to propositions [1, 3]. For
example: Rule set R is represented in TDG as in
Figure 1.
Rule Set R:
r0: A → B
r1: A → C
r2: B ∧ J → D
r3: D → F

r4: B → H
r5: H → D
r6: C → E
r7: E → ¬C

r8: C → I
r9: I→ ¬E
r10:¬E → K
r11: E→ G

r12: I→ C
r13: ¬E → G

J
r2

D

r3

F

r11

G

r5
B

r4

H
¬C

A

r0

r7
E

r1
C

r6
r12

r13

r8
I

Notes: Input/Internal Nodes:

r9

¬E

r10

K

Output Nodes:

Figure 1. Transition Directed Graph (TDG)

Correction
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correction is performed at the second exclusive vertex.
If the second exclusive vertex is an output vertex, then
the correction is performed by considering the first
exclusive vertex. If the first exclusive vertex is an
input and the second exclusive vertex is an output
vertex, then the set of input, output, and exclusive
vertices should be reviewed by the user. Notice that
considering any other vertex other than the first and
second exclusive vertices results in a larger value of
the metric and should not be considered. The main
cases are shown in Figure 3.
Procedure Inconsistency_Fault_Correction_Heuristics
(ex_vertex1,ex_vertex2,pattern_id)
{
// Inconsistency Fault Detection Algorithm must be
executed before this procedure!!!
if(Input_Vertex(ex_vertex1)==1 &&
Output_Vertex(ex_vertex2)==1)
{
print Heuristic: Input and Output vertices
can not be exclusive vertices;
print Please, review Input and Output
vertices to correct the fault;
}
else {
M(ex_vertex1)=in-degree(ex_vertex1) + 1;
M(ex_vertex2)=out-degree(ex_vertex2) + 1;
min_m_vertex= vertex ex_vertex1 or ex_vertex2
with the minimum metric value(M);
if((Input_Vertex(ex_vertex1)!=1 &&
min_m_vertex==ex_vertex1) ||
Output_Vertex(ex_vertex2)==1) {
//Determine last two predecessors of ex_vertex1
of all paths containing ex_vertex1
//Suggested Rules for Addition
for all paths p ending with ex_vertex1 do
print p.Predecessor2(ex_vertex1) –
Rule IDSuccessor2(ex_vertex1);
// Suggested Rule for Deletion
print ex_vertex1—Successor1(ex_vertex1)
Successor2(ex_vertex1);
}
else {
//Determine first two successors of
ex_vertex2 of all paths containing ex_vertex2
//Suggested Rules for Addition
for all paths s starting with ex_vertex2 do
print Predecessor2(ex_vertex2)
^s.Conjunct(ex_vertex2) –Rule ID
s.Successor2(ex_vertex2);
// Suggested Rule for Deletion
print Predecessor2(ex_vertex2)—
Predecessor1(ex_vertex2) ex_vertex2;
}
}
}

Figure 2. Inconsistency_Fault_Correction Algorithm
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Example: Consider the TDG representation of the rule
set given in Figure 1. In this rule set, there is an
inconsistency fault pattern represented by the path
C→ r6→ E→ r7→ ¬C. The correction algorithm
determines that C is not an input vertex and compute
the metric M(C)= in-degree(C) + 1 = 2 + 1 =3. For
the second exclusive vertex ¬C, the algorithm
computer M(¬C)=out-degree(¬C) + 1=1. Thus,
vertex ¬C is the focus of the correction. The algorithm
determines the last rule in the inconsistency fault
pattern, which is E→ r7→ ¬C. Next, the algorithm
determines all chains that start with ¬C by
determining all succecessor rules that have ¬C in their
premises. and finds that there are no rules/paths. This
means that the algorithm does not suggest adding any
rules to the rule set.( i.e., no rules are added since
there are no vertices reachable from ¬C). Once this is
done, the algorithm suggests deleting/deactivating the
last rule in the inconsistency fault pattern E→ r7→
¬C.
Case (1)
p1

p2

q1

e1

p3

v1

v2

e2

q2

e1 is not an input vertex
Suggested rules for addition: p1v1, p2v1, and p3v1
Suggested rule for deletion/deactivation: e1v1

Case (2)

p1

e1

p2

q1

v1

p3

e2

q2

q3

e2 is not an output vertex
Suggested rules for addition: v1q1, v1q2, and v1q3
Suggested rule for deletion/deactivation: v1e2

Figure 3. Inconsistency Fault Correction Main Cases

(2) Contradiction Correction Heuristics
To correct the contradiction fault, the exclusive
vertices of the pattern, the common ancestor of the
pattern, and the pattern identifier must be known
(determined by a contradiction fault detection
algorithm or entered by the user). Once these vertices
are known, the correction algorithm can be invoked.
The heuristic is represented by the procedure
Contradiction_Fault_Correction Algorithm (Figure 4),
which can be invoked with the exclusive vertices, the
common ancestor of the pattern, and the pattern
identifier as the input. It starts by checking the
exclusive vertices for output vertices. If both exclusive
vertices are output vertices, then the algorithm suggest
deleting/deactivating either rule starting form the
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common ancestor of the contradiction fault pattern,
otherwise, the algorithm computes the metric for both
exclusive vertices e1 and e2 using the formulas
M( e1 )=out-degree( e1 )
+1
and
M( e2 )=outdegree( e2 ) + 1. The algorithm then determines the
vertex with the minimum value of the metric (M) to be
the focus of the correction. Assume that e (either e1 or
e2 ) is the vertex with the minimum value of the
metric, then the algorithm determines the last rule (a
sub path of three vertices with one that is a rule
identifier) that is part of the contradiction fault pattern
and finds all rule chains that start with this rule
conclusion (all paths that start with the conclusion of
the rule). The procedure then suggests adding a set of
new rules to the rule set that make all chains pass the
exclusive vertex e and reach to the exclusive vertex
successor vertices (not rule identifiers). Notice when
adding a rule to maintain reachability that all
conjuncts of the unreachable rule, except the exclusive
vertex, are included in the new rule. Once this is done
the last rule in the contradiction fault pattern is
deleted/deactivated. This case is shown in Figure 5.
Example: Consider the TDG representation of the rule
set given in Figure 1. In this rule set, there is a
contradiction fault pattern represented by the paths
C→ r6→ E and C→ r8→ I→ r9→ ¬E. The
correction algorithm computes the metric M(E)= outdegree(E) + 1 = 2 +1= 3 and the the metric M(¬E) =
out-degree (¬E ) + 1= 2+ 1 =3. Since both exclusive
vertices have the same value of the metric, the
algorithm can choose either one of them. Assume that
the algorithm chooses ¬E, then the algorithm
determines the last rule (a sub path of three vertices
with one that is a rule identifier) that is part of the
contradiction fault pattern, which is I→ r9→ ¬E, and
finds all rule chains that start with this rule conclusion
¬E (all paths that start with the conclusion of the
rule). The procedure then suggests adding a set of new
rules to the rule set that make all chains pass the
exclusive vertex ¬E and reach to the exclusive vertex
successor vertices (not rule identifiers), which means
adding the rules I→ RULE ID→ G and I→ RULE
ID→ K. Once this is done the rule I→ r9→ ¬E in the
contradiction fault pattern is deleted/deactivated,
which breaks the contradiction fault pattern.

can be invoked. The heuristic is represented by the
procedure Circularity_Fault_Correction Algorithm
Procedure Contradiction_Fault_Correction_Heuristics
(ex_vertex1,ex_vertex2,common_ancestor,pattern_id)
{
// Contradiction Fault Detection Algorithm must be
executed before this procedure!!!
if(Output_Vertex(ex_vertex1)==1 &&
Output_Vertex(ex_vertex2)==1) {
print Heuristic: Both exclusive vertices are
output vertices;
print Please, delete/deactivate either
common_ancestor—
Successor1(common_ancestor) 
Successor2(common_ancestor) through
ex_vertex1 or common_ancestor—
Successor1(common_ancestor)
Successor2(common_ancestor) through
ex_vertex2;
}
else {
M(ex_vertex1) = out-degree(ex_vertex1) + 1;
M(ex_vertex2) = out-degree(ex_vertex2) + 1;
ex_vertex= vertex ex_vertex1 or ex_vertex2 with the
minimum metric value (M);
//Suggested Rules for Addition
for all paths s starting with ex_vertex do {
// Determine first two successors
Successor1(ex_vertex) and
Successor2(ex_vertex);
print Predecessor2(ex_vertex)
^s.Conjunct(ex_vertex) –Rule ID
s.Successor2(ex_vertex);
}
// Suggested Rule for Deletion
print common_ancestor—
Predecessor1(ex_vertex)
Predecessor2(ex_vertex);
}
}

Figure 4. Contradiction_Fault_Correction Algorithm

q1

p1

e2

q2

v1

p2

(3) Circularity Correction Heuristics

q3
p3
w

To correct a circularity fault, a vertex in the
pattern and the pattern identifier must be known
(determined by a circularity fault detection algorithm
or entered by the user). Once this vertex and the
specified pattern are known, the correction algorithm

e2 is not an output vertex
Suggested rules for addition: v1 q1, v1q2, and v1  q3
Suggested rule fo r deletion/deactivation: v1  e2

e1

Figure 5. Contradiction Fault Correction Case
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(Figure 6), which can be invoked with one of the
vertices in the circularity fault pattern and the pattern
identifier as the input. The algorithm starts by
computing the metric for all vertices u in the
circularity fault pattern path using the formula M(u)=
Number of output vertices reachable from u - Number
of output vertices reachable from u after breaking the
cycle + 1. The algorithm then determines the rule that
starts with u (a sub path of three vertices with one that
is a rule identifier and the first vertex is u) that is part
of the circularity fault pattern. The procedure then
suggests adding a set of new rules to the rule set that
make vertex u reach all output vertices originally
reachable before the cycle was broken. Once this is
done, the first rule in the circularity fault pattern
starting with u is deleted/deactivated, and this breaks
the cycle while maintaining the reasoning capabilities
of the rule set. If the output vertex is reachable
through a path whose rule identifiers have an indegree greater than one, then all non-path conjuncts
are added to the antecedent of the rule to be added. A
simple case is shown in Figure 7.
Example: Consider the TDG representation of the
rule set given in Figure 1. In this rule set, there is a
circularity fault pattern represented by the path C→
r8→ I→ r12→ C. The correction algorithm prompts
the user for one of the vertices (e.g., C) and the
number of the circularity fault pattern, and uses this
information to determine the vertex u with the
minimum M(u) and the rule in the circularity fault
pattern which starts with that vertex. In this case, the
algorithm computes M(C)=2 - Number of output
vertices reachable from C if the cycle is broken at C
+1 =2. It also computes M(I)= 2- Number of output
vertices reachable from C if the cycle is broken at I +1
=1, and determines that I is the focus of the
corrrection. Therefore, the first rule in the pattern
becomes I→ r12→ C. Next, the algorithm determines
if there are output vertices that are not reachable after
breaking the cycle. Since, in this case, there are no
vertices, the algorithm does not suggest adding any
new rules. After doing that, the algorithm suggests
deleting/deactivating the first rule in the circularity
fault pattern (i.e., I→ r12→ C), which breaks the
circularity fault pattren.
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by the procedure Redundancy_Fault_Correction
Algorithm (Figure 8), which can be invoked with the
two vertices representing the starting and ending of
the redundancy fault pattern and the pattern identifier
as input. The algorithm starts by computing the metric
of the two paths ( P1 and P 2 ) representing the
redundancy fault pattern using the formula: M( P1 ) =
∑(out-degree(v)–1),for all v in Successor 2 (a)…
P1 → Predecessor 2 (b) + 1
Procedure Circularity_Fault_Correction_Heuristics
(cycle_vertex,pattern_id)
{
// Circularity Fault Detection Algorithm must be
executed before this procedure!!!
for all vertices u in the circularity fault pattern path do {
Compute M(u)= Number of output
vertices reachable from cycle_vertex –
Number of output vertices reachable
from cycle_vertex after breaking the
cycle at u + 1;
Determine the vertex u with minimum M(u);
min_m_vertex=u;
}
//Suggested Rules for Addition
for all output vertices v reachable from min_m_vertex do {
if (there is no path from min_m_vertex to vertex v) then
print min_m_vertex ^ Conjunct(
(P.Predecessro1(u) for all rule identifiers u in the
path Successor2(min_m_vertex to v ) 
All predicate vertices in the path from
Successor2(min_m_vertex) to Predecessor2(v))
}
// Suggested Rule for Deletion
// Successor1 and Successor2 are part of the rule in the cycle
containing min_m_vertex
print min_m_vertexSuccessor1(min_m_vertex) 
Successor2 (min_m_vertex);
}

Figure 6. Circularity_Fault_Correction Algorithm

o1
o2

(4) Redundancy Correction Heuristics

v2
p1

To correct a redundancy fault, the two vertices of the
pattern that represent the starting and ending of the
fault pattern paths and the pattern identifier must be
known (determined by the redundancy fault detection
algorithm or entered by the user). Once these vertices
and the pattern identifier are known, the correction
algorithm can be invoked. The heuristic is represented

v1

p2

v3

v4

Suggested rules for addition: v1 o1 and v1  o2
Suggested rule for deletion/deactivation: v1  v2
Output vertices are o1 and o2

Figure 7. Circularity Fault Correction Case
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for the first path, and the formula:
M( P 2 ) =
∑(out-degree(v)–1),for all v in
Successor 2 (a)… P 2 → Predecessor 2 (b) + 1
for the second path. The algorithm chooses the path
with the minimum value of the metric. The algorithm
then determines the first rule (a sub path of three
vertices with one that is a rule identifier and the first
vertex is the starting vertex of the redundancy fault
pattern) that is part of the redundancy fault pattern
path with the minimum value of the metric. Next, the
procedure then adds new rules to link the redundancy
fault pattern starting vertex to the set of all vertices
reachable form the conclusion of the selected rule
except those that are on the redundancy fault pattern
path or those that are reachable from the ending vertex
of the redundancy fault pattern. Notice when adding a
rule to maintain reachability that all conjuncts of the
unreachable rule, except the redundancy pattern
vertex, are included in the new rule. Once this is done
the first rule in the redundancy fault pattern path with
minimum value of the metric is deleted/deactivated to
get rid of the redundancy fault pattern. This case is
shown in Figure 9.
Example: Consider the TDG representation of the
rule set given in Figure 1. In this rule set, there is a
redundancy fault pattern represented by the paths P1 :
B→ r15→ D and P 2 : B→ r4→ H→ r5→ D. The
correction algorithm computes M( P1 ) = 0 + 1 =1 and
M( P 2 )= 0 + 1= 1. Since both paths have the same
value of the metric, the algorithm can choose either
one. In this case the algorithm chooses the first path
P1 . It then determines the first rule in the first path of
the redundancy fault pattern, which is B→ r2→ D.
The algorithm then determines all vertices that are
reachable from D (before D on the path) and finds that
there are no vertices and thus there is no need to add
any rule to the rule set. After that, the algorithm
suggest deleting/deactivating this first rule, which
eleminates the redundancy fault pattern by breaking
the first path of the pattern B→ r2→ D. There is
another redundancy fault pattern represented by the
paths P1 : C→ r6→ E→ r11→ G and P 2 : C→ r8→
I→ r9→ ¬E→ r10→ G. Again, the algorithm
computes M( P1 ) = 1 + 1 =2 and M( P 2 )= 2 + 1= 3.
Since the first path P1 has minimum value of the
metric, the algorithm chooses P1 for the corrction. It
then determines the first rule in the first path P1 of the
pattern, which is C→ r6→ E. The algorithm then
determines all vertices reachable from E (before G on
the path) and finds that there are is only vertex ¬C on
the path that is not on the path P1 . After that, the
algorithm suggest adding the rule C→ RULE ID→ ¬C
to the rule set. Once this is done, the algorithm
suggests deleting/deactivating this first rule, which

eleminates the redundancy fault pattern by breaking
the first path of the redundancy fault pattern C→
r6→E.
Procedure Redundancy_Fault_Correction_Heuristics
(red_vertex1,red_vertex2,pattern_id)
{
// Redundancy Fault Detection Algorithm must be
executed before this procedure!!!
metric1=1; metric2=1;
for all vertices v on the first redundancy path P1 do
metric1 = metric1 + (out-degree(v) –1);
for all vertices v on the second redundancy path P2 do
metric2 = metric2 + (out-degree(v) –1);
if(metric1 <= metric2) {
//Suggested Rules for Addition
for all vertices v on the path P1 do
for all paths s starting with v do {
Determine first two successors Successor1(v)
and Successor2(v);
if(there is no path from s.Successor2(v) to
red_vertex2 && there is no path from
red_vertex2 to s.Successor2(v)) then
print red_vertex1^s.Conjunct(v) –Rule
IDs.Successor2( v);
//Suggested Rules for Deletion
print red_vertex1—P1.Successor1(red_vertex1)
P1.Successor2(red_vertex1;
}
else {
// Suggested Rules for Addition
for all vertices v on the path P2 do
for all paths s starting with v do {
Determine first two successors
Successor1(v) and Successor2(v);
if(there is no path from s.Successor2(v) to
red_vertex2 && there is no path from
red_vertex2 to s.Successor2(v)) then
print red_vertex1^s.Conjunct(v) –Rule ID
s.Successor2( v);
}
// Suggested Rules for Deletion
print red_vertex1—P2.Successor1(red_vertex1)
P2.Successor2.(red_vertex1);
}
}

Figure 8. Redundancy_Fault_Correction Algorithm
p3

p2
p1
v1

v2

v3

b

a

q2
q3
u1

u2
q1
Suggested rules for addition: a p1 , ap2 , and a p3
Suggested rule for deletion/deactivation: a v1

q4

Figure 9. Redundancy Fault Correction Case
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(5) Unreachability Correction Heuristics
To correct unreachability fault patterns, the
unreachable vertices of the patterns must be known
(determined by the unreachability fault detection
algorithm or entered by the user). Once these vertices
are known, the correction algorithm can be invoked.
The heuristic is represented by the procedure
Unreachability_Fault_Correction Algorithm (Figure
10), which can be invoked with the two vertices sets
representing the unreachable vertices form input and
output vertices. It loops through all unreachable
vertices form the input vertices and deletes/deactivates
all rules having the unreachable vertex in their
premises/conditions. Next, it loops through all
unreachable vertices with respect to the output vertices
and deletes/deactivates all rules having the
unreachable vertex as a conclusion of those rules. Of
course, vertices representing rule identifiers are not
considered as real vertices for correction purposes.
Example: Consider the TDG representation of the
rule set given in Figure 1. In this rule set, there is a set
of unreachability fault patterns, classified into two
categories: vertices that are unreachable from input
vertices and vertices that are unreachable with respect
to the output vertices. There is one vertex that is
unreachable from the input vertices, namely J. Since J
is not a rule identifier, the algorithm suggests
deleting/deactivating all rules that include this vertex
in their premises/conditions, which means that
deleting/deactivating the rule J→ r2→ D. There are
two unreachable vertices with respect to the output
vertices, namely r7 and ¬C. There is no need to
consider the rule identifies like r7. For the vertex ¬C,
the algorithm suggests deleting/deactivating all rules
that include the predicate vertices in their conclusions,
which means that deleting/deactivating the rule E→
r7→ ¬C.

2.5 Fault Correction Heuristics Algorithms
Analysis
Using the handshaking theorem (Given an undirected
graph G=(V,E), where |E| is the number of edges and
|V|
is
the
number
of
vertices,
then
2.|E|= in − degree(v) ), the complexity of the

∑
v∈V

heuristics can be studied. The heuristics mainly use a
procedure Determine_Predecessor_Paths to find all
predecessor
vertices
and
a
procedure
Determine_Successor_Paths to find all successor
vertices of a certain vertex. The predecessor vertices
number of a vertex is equal to the in-degree of a vertex
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and the successor vertices number of a vertex is equal
to the out-degree of a vertex.
Procedure Unreachability_Fault_Correction_Heuristics()
{
// Unreachability Fault Detection Algorithm must be executed
before this procedure!!!
// Suggested Rules for Deletion
for all unreachable vertices u from input vertices do {
// Based on Input Vertices
if( u is not a rule identifier) then {
// Determine first two successors of u of all paths
containing u
for all paths s stating with u do {
Determine first two successors
Successor1(u) and Successor2(u);
print u –s.Successor1(u)s.Successor2(u);
}
}
}
for all unreachable vertices u with respect to output vertices do {
// Based on Output Vertices
if(u is not a rule identifier) then {
// Determine last two predecessors of u of all paths
containing u
for all paths p ending with u do {
Determine last two predecessors
Predecessor1(u) and Predecessor2(u);
print p.Predeccessor1(u)—.Predeccessor2(u)u;
}
}
}

Figure 10. Unreachability_Fault_Correction Algorithm

The underlying graph of the rule set is a directed
graph. Using a variation of the handshaking algorithm,
the
formula
to
be
used
is
2.|E|= in − degree(v) + out − degree( v) ,

∑

∑
v∈V

v∈V

where each edge is counted twice in the undirected
graph and counted once in the in-degree sum and once
in the out-degree sum in the directed graph.
Since
in − degree(v) =
out − degree(v) (an

∑

∑
v∈V

v∈V

edge has two directions), then
2.

|E|=2.

∑ in − degree(v) ,

and

thus

|E|=

and

thus

|E|=

v∈V

∑ in − degree(v) , and
2. |E|=2. ∑ out − degree(v) ,
∑ out − degree(v) .
v∈V

v∈V

v∈V

Let AVG(in-degree(v)) be the average in-degree for
the vertices in the graph, then
|E| = |V| . AVG(in-degree(v)), and thus AVG(indegree(v)) = |E|/|V|
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Let AVG(out-degree(v)) be the average out-degree for
the vertices in the graph, then
|E|= |V| . AVG(out-degree(v)), and thus AVG(outdegree(v)) = |E|/|V|
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iterated for the number of unreachable vertices with
respect to the output vertices, which is assumed to be
constant, and thus has a complexity of O(1).
Therefore, the procedure has a complexity of O(1).

3. Conclusion
Since we assume that the underlying graph of the rule
set is sparse, O(|E|)=O(|V|), then
AVG(in-degree(v))=|E|/|V|= constant, and
AVG(out-degree(v))= |E|/|V|= constant
Based on this analysis, then the average computational
complexity of the procedure Determine_Pred_Paths is
O(1), since AVG(in-degree(v)) is a constant and the
average computational complexity of the procedure
Determine_Succ_Paths is O(1), since AVG(outdegree(v)) is a constant.
(1) Inconsistency_Fault_Correction Procedure
The most dominant operation in this procedure is
determining all successors/predecessors of a certain
vertex, which is constant on the average. Thus, the
average-case computational complexity is O(1).
(2) Contradiction_Fault_Correction Procedure
The most dominant operation in this procedure is
determining all successors/predecessors of a certain
vertex, which is constant on the average. Thus, the
average-case computational complexity is O(1).
(3) Circularity_Fault_Correction Procedure
The most dominant operation in this procedure is the
Check_Directed_Path_Existence, which has a worstcase computational complexity of O(m). Thus, the
procedure has an average-case complexity of O(m),
assuming that the number of vertices in the circularity
path is a constant.
(4) Redundancy_Fault_Correction Procedure
The most dominant operation in this procedure is the
Check_Directed_Path_Existence, which has a worstcase computational complexity of O(m). Thus, the
procedure has an average-case complexity of O(m),
assuming that the number of vertices in a redundancy
path is a constant.
(5) Unreachability_Fault_Correction Procedure
The procedure will determine all predecessors and
successors of a certain a vertex. This has a complexity
of O(1)+O(1). The loop that adds rules to the rule set
is iterated for the number of predecessors, and thus
has a complexity of O(1). The whole procedure
section is iterated for the number of unreachable
vertices that are reachable from input vertices, which
is assumed to be constant, and thus it still has a
complexity of O(1). The same procedure section is

A set of algorithms that can correct faults in rulebased systems against inconsistency, contradiction,
circularity,
redundancy/subsumption,
and
unreachability has been presented. These algorithms
are very crucial in extending the verification and
validation of rule sets and in the development of rulebased systems.
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